Agenda

• Solar and Gas Updates
• Energy Storage Update
• Stakeholder Outreach
Solar and Gas Updates

• Standardizing a solar contract
• Preparing gas generation major equipment request for proposal
• Conducting site technical assessments
• Refining gas supply strategies
Energy Storage Update

• Energy Storage Request for Information (RFI)
  • Sent to 32 vendors
  • Responses received July 1
  • 10 responses received covering 4 storage technologies (Lithium Ion Battery, Flow Battery, Hydrogen, Thermal)
  • Team currently reviewing responses

• Nebraska Environmental Trust battery grant
  • Officially awarded to OPPD June 11
  • Cross-functional project team kicked off June 25
  • RFI responses will help shape the scope and RFP development
Stakeholder Outreach Update

https://www.oppdcommunityconnect.com/